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About This Game

Shiny Gauntlet is a Dungeon Hack n Slash, Bullet Hell, Rogue-Lite Adventure.

Select your champion and explore the Gauntlet. Collect weapons, enchanted rings, bottle and/or consume the mysterious
remains of defeated foes, all the while chasing the wily cultist who has stolen your Shiny Shard!

Inspired by games such as Binding of Isaac and Legend of Zelda, Shiny Gauntlet is a game designed for players who like short
play sessions of intense difficulty.
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shiny gauntlet

All of the characters are good, but my boi Rock Howard and Yamazaki are good as hell. Music is actually pretty good, I just
wish instrumentation was a lot less synthy. And the artbook let me jack it to Mian more.. A great platformer with smooth
controls, good level design and interesting puzzles.

I rate this game 7\/10, i really wanted to give a "9" but character models and graphics are really cheap. amateur work there but it
wont spoil your gaming experience, very enjoyable game.. not even half as much fun as it should be. Yargis - Space Melee is a
game that I recommend because:
- is a method to banish boredom
- is is indie & casual
- it has action & adventure
- it has strategy
- it has trading cards

Enjoy!. I'm finding this game to be a lot of fun. It is "flow resource" oriented as opposed to "transport resource" oriented,
meaning you don't wait for a mined resource to arrive at its spot. When a citizen produces food it immediately adds +1 (or
whatever) to the total food output, etc.

The game is a bit "on rails" as you basically keep up with the historical narrative, but I personally enjoy objective-based
gameplay (like Anno 2205) as opposed to straight sandbox stuff.

As the map spreads out, the game could use a few more tools to help you optimize resources better, right now it's mostly just a
lot of scrolling around to go, "Oh yeah.. there's a better place for this guy now, lemme put him there." Not sure what form that
would be implemented in though.

The blend of history + gameplay is really enjoyable, and all the little historical notes all over the place are fun. Still haven't beat
it yet and I'm already itching to start over again just for fun.

8/10 - would proclaim myself a god and rule Egypt again
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Not bad. I remember playing this game when I was a kid. Voice talent is a bit... funky. But the combat and platforming is still
spot on. Super fun game, just don't expect Nolan North-tier voice acting.

In terms of graphics, looks great for the PS2 game improved for the PC. I'm playing with a PS4 controller and it really makes it
that much better.

In the end, fun game all around. Combat is fun, platforming is fun, story is simple (in a good way).

Man, wouldn't it be something if they made another Legend of Kay game?

. The idea and design for this game is very enticing to give it a chance. Playing the game however falls short in the department
of fun. I blasted through most the game before becoming bored at the 20-minute mark. Everything about the game is awesome
except for the absolute lack of challenge. Coming from playing much harder side scrolling games like Megaman and
Castlevania, this game is a walk in the park. The easy challenge combined with absolutely no variety of in game pickups, or any
type of power game changers, make playing this game a drag. Really a shame, I wanted to like this game based on the classic
design alone.. Just not as fun as the first one. Your units don't respond to your commands which leave them vulnerable to
attack.. Money well spent.. Edit^3 : ONLINE MULTIPLAYER AND CONTROLLER SUPPORT ADDED, even though "how
to play" instructions for controllers are missing right now, but if you know which buttons to press, it is a blast to play it with
controller (see below for hints).

--Edit: If you are trying the game to decide if asking for refund in the first two hours, DON'T judge the game only by the first
campaign levels!!!

--Most features and mechanics gets introduced later in the campaign. The morale system is introduced at level 11, forges at level
14, the possibility to transform buildings only at level 17.

--IF you want to judge the game fast take a look at the "how to play" section where mechanics are well explained and, maybe,
try them immediatly in a skirmish map (even tho campaign does a better job by introducing them step by step, just maybe you'll
need more than 2 hours...)

--In my experience, I've NEVER found any game similar to this that has the same strategic depth (from Galcon to Eufloria to
any other free flash game on the net or android and apple stores), that in comparison always felt boring to me.

This game is a pearl.

Easy to get in, but a lot of strategy and fast-thinking involved at high levels.

How it works: is a simple, fast paced RTS game with 2D cartoonish graphics. All happen in a single screen, where 2 to 4
factions fight over the control of all buildings (conquest mode) or key buildings (king of the hill and domination modes).

A match last an average of 3 minutes, but may be virtually infinite (i had 30 minutes long matches).

Controller commands: (Xbox \/ PS)
left stick: select building
RB\/R1 (hold) + left stick: select target
B, A, X, Y (circle, X, square, triangle): send 25%-50%-75%-100% mushrooms
LB\/L1 (hold): open upgrade panel
When in upgrade panel:
A\/X: upgrade building
X\/Square: transform into house
Y\/Triangle: transform into forge
B\/Circle: transform into tower
Double tap A\/X: upgrade building. (same as LB\/L1 (hold) + A\/X). The whole idea behind this game is nice, yet sadly it turned
out to be abandonware.
Last post from the Devs was a year ago already.
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They didn't even release any updates stating that this game is abandoned.
Buy this only if you like the concept, otherwise - pass.. Probably the worst game in my steam library to date and this is coming
from the person who owns Flatout 3.
  Starting with the obvious, if you've already read the previous reviews, this game is not actually free to play. You need to pay to
get access to the full game. The free version consists of only one battle after which you can choose to either get more energy or
coins, I don't know I don't really give a♥♥♥♥♥♥to be honest. After you have chosen them, there is nothing else to do. You
won't get the items and you can only replay the one same fight.
  Secondly the fighting is comparable to getting your♥♥♥♥♥♥stuck in a waffle iron. You only have one attack that you can
use which is jumping on the enemy and the way it works is that you have to click a button whenever the timing is right. Sounds
pretty dry, which it is. Also you and your enemy can both miss, which makes this game entirely about luck so all you need to do
is tap mouse 1 every so often and you should be fine.
  Lastly this game markets itself entirely on being a meme. I guarantee you that is the only reason anyone downloaded this piece
of digital garbage. I guess it can be funny at times but that is only if you're laughing at the game not with the game.
  Overall score 7/10-IGN "add skins and a virtual economy plz". I think I beat the game,but I honestly don't know.

Recommended due to cute doggo. Pretty nice game u can finish it so fast and there is soo much fun. Just noticed the game
bacause of the voucher they sent out, and I think the game is great so far.
This review is based on it just as released on the first day.

First of all, it is in Early Access, so expect some bugs.
That said, I experienced some issue when first opening the game, but on the third try it opened fine (I suspect it didn't like my
resolution) Other then that I have only experienced very minor issues that have not hindered my desire to keep playing.

Gameplay and Shipbuilding
I would describe it as a 2D Freelancer, with aspects of FTL.
The shipbuilding does require a base blueprint for the hull, but there are lots of variations (I have unlocked ~20 for the corvette
class so far) then you can add all the components from porwe generations and cockpit to the weapon systems. This seems to be
quite well thought out, and I look forward to each time I rebuild my ship.

Difficulty
The difficulty of opponents seems to be based on how far away from the starting region you go. So if it is too easy you can just
move to the next region to face harder enemies. The AI doesn't seem overly clever, but given the nature of the fights it isn't
really a problem, but it does seem like they can work together, and get much harder to deal with when in groups.

Overall
I was worried that it might have too many bugs, or too few features this early, but I have been plesantly surprised. The bugs have
been minor, and there is plenty to keep me going for days at least, with the promise that it will get better.
I have also promoted this to my friends (those that like the genre anyway) as I think it is a good game with plently room to grow.
To the negatives. I would like some sort of help page showing how everything works, trial and error seems to be the main way
you learn things like (only 1 power generator on the ship, to get more power you need capacitors) and (the number of combat
slots on the ship is determined by the cockpit not the hull) though I expect this will come out in due time.
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